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International Dealers’ Conference
Dealers from four continents travelled
to Wittlich to our International Dealers’
Conference from 26 – 29 April. New
products were presented and wellproven products intensively trained in
extensive product training courses. It
was possible to test drive all the implements in practice. Our partner compa-

nies’, planting machines, spraying
and processing foliage could also be
experienced live. The VineScout in particular aroused enthusiasm: ”When the
driver has once lost his inhibition and
lets go of the steering wheel, he very
quickly gets used to the considerably
easier work”, our dealer from Canada

remarked. All participants confirmed
that this year the demand for soil tillage implements grew enormously
worldwide. We can confirm this trend
and had to considerably increase our
production capacities in spring in order
to be able to do justice to the demand.

WHAT YOU SEE IS WHAT YOU GET
Our videos have already been seen over
194,000 times. At our channel you can
choose between different playlists. For
example CLEMENS viticulture or CLEMENS Partner (WAGNER planting machi-

nes, LIPCO spraying technic). Our latest
video clip is about the automatic steering
system CLEMENS VineScout mounted
on a harvester and on a vineyard tracklaying tractor. Make use of the opportu-

nity as well to see our products at work
on the YouTube video channel:

www.youtube.com/clemensweinbau
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VISIT TO AFRICA
Also this year, the CLEMENS Company
has presented its products for foreign
trade on 72 m² within the context of a
joint German booth in Cape Town (South
Africa).
The Fair was from 02 to 04 August 2011.
In advance of it we had visited numerous
wine estates in South Africa.

ALL ABOUT CLEMENS
In this context, our company‘s responsibility or competence encompasses the
following fields:
- Planning, development and construction of machines for vineyards and
fruit-growing, as well as for row crops
- Joint development and construction of
special machines together with customers in a whole variety of industries,
from A for automotive to W for winemaking
- Cut blanks and production of individual
parts, including assembly of complete
machine modules
- Processing of stainless steel sheet, preferably for the manufacturing of tanks
- Advice and trade in machinery and

plant for bottling beverages
- Installation and commissioning of own
and third-party products by our own
service engineers
Due to this large range, we are in a position to adapt to market conditions, even
in economically difficult times, and
to organize our capacities in an active
and flexible manner. We look forward to
finding, designing and maintaining solutions together with you to meet your
specific requirements. What distinguishes our company from others is our
striving towards an enduring partnership
in which we can take over our duties and
responsibilities independently. Put us to
the test!

EXPANSION OF THE MACHINERY PLANT
At the beginning of the year, we expanded our machinery plant once again. A
new ribbon saw was purchased allowing
us to cut round material up to a diameter of 300 mm. Only a modern machinery plant offers our customers short delivery time through independence from
suppliers and other manufacturers.

ORCHARD SUPPLIERS
Orchard Suppliers, based in Worcester,
Western Cape, South Africa is a top-tier
agricultural company with 20 employees
providing agricultural equipment and
chemicals internationally. The company
was founded in 1922 and is committed
to providing innovative and dependable
solutions to farmers and businesses.
Their focus is to provide well proven products to improve quality and productivity, and ultimately to increase profitability
for their customers.

DID YOU KNOW?
Actually there are 30 teenagers apretice
at CLEMENS

